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Power to The Postmodern Wuss. | Spatula In The
Wilderness

Christian Science Monitor contributor Marshall Blonsky posted an article today
about the effects of viewing too many currently running advertisements. In the piece,
Blonsky devoted a lot of cyber ink to my favorite pitch woman (you guessed it)
Progressive Flo. I feel a bit vindicated knowing that after all of these months I am not
the only person annoyed by the car insurance campaign and it’s creepy spokes…
whatever she is. Blonsky writes of her as being like a “loony private nurse” in
Progressive’s big auto insurance hospital and that her euphoric corruption/co-option
of the sixties slogan Power To The People makes him want to put duct tape over

her “blabbering mouth.” All I could think of the first time I saw her limp wristed empowerment gesture
was that John Lennon is probably rolling over in his urn.

Lennon would probably be rolling on a lot of the wussification of modern man. We live in the age of
generic man. I am he and he is me and we are all together. The guy in Flo’s Power To The People
spot, as mentioned by Blonsky, is representative of what guys are supposed to be right now. We

wear dopey suburban camo (blue sport shirts, khaki Dockers) and are befuddled
by the simplest of things. Car insurance? How do I buy that? Hopefully some wise
woman in white will make sense of it for me. She does, after all, have a big,
tricked out name tag. We have Low T, apparently ( I used to dance, but thanks to
low testosterone I just stand around befuddled). We used to have relationships,
but now we’ll settle for a bathtub on a mountain top (if I have anything lasting
more than four hours I’m going to Twitter the whole time). We used to watch
baseball, now we just have to pee. Wait a second. Have the copy writers at

FloMaxs’ ad agency actually watched baseball? An average game is 36 hours.
I’m writing this 27 hours after President Obama threw out the first pitch at the
All-Star game and I think it’s only in the sixth inning. Power to the People
nothing. Welcome to the 1950′s part two, where men are painted as hapless
sort of dolts who need women to help them with everything. I laugh every time I
see the Just For Men spot in which the middle aged dunce can’t get a job until

his teen aged daughter fixes his tie, colors his gray hair and shoves his butt out the door. I always
wonder if when he got to the interview they didn’t say “nice dye job, guy.” Thank heavens for TV
women to set us straight and make our lives simpler. Catch Blonsky’s piece at http://csmonitor.com
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